Where bibliophiles gather, enthusiasm will always be generated. Norrie writes of his years at High Hill bookshop, On Saturdays, when all those regulars dropped in to browse and buy, or sometimes just to gossip, I felt as though I was presiding over a meeting of the faithful. Shared reading experience may also be enjoyable, bringing extra, different, pleasures from the solitary communion of reader with writer.
Book discussions became a regular part of the programme for an expanding, voluntary womens organization in the UK forty years ago. National Housewives Register (NHR) was founded as a sanity-saving social network for women isolated at home with small children (a normal way of life at the time), who missed intelligent discussion of topics other than domestic. It burgeoned from a letter and article in The Manchester Guardian in 1960, into locally-meeting groups of women throughout the country 20,000 members in 700 groups by 1973; 25,000 in 1,267 groups by 1983. Publicity described it as A meeting point for the lively-minded woman ... Most members are married, aged between 25 and 40, and have followed some kind of career before marriage.
Discussion of domestic topics was eschewed: these were women who wanted real mental stimulation, as well as friendship.
Discussion of books was a natural development. NHRs National Newsletter, published twice yearly from autumn 1965, records increasing book discussions. In the first issue, A group started in the Shetlands in 1979. Ambitions to start a book club hit a snag when the mobile library, calling 3 weeks in every 4, thought it expensive to get around eight copies of one title if it was not popular and likely to be taken out by the general public. The group was working out a way round that; say four copies to pass round and getting them to the fastest readers first.
By 1980 NHR had six correspondence magazines.
Membership averages between 10 and 12 members. ... A new venture by one, Athena, is a book group within the magazine.
Each member can nominate a book to be read by all and each month one of these books is the subject of comment by all.
In 1983 a Hatfield member looked back in the newsletter:
For years now our group has had a sub-group for book discussion; an ideal compromise between open discussion on a topic where facts may be lacking, and preparing a subject oneself. All can read the book and voice an opinion; books on social problems, such as Erin Pizzeys Scream quietly or the neighbours might hear or Virginia Axilnes Dibs: In search of self are ideal starters for discussions of particular issues.
We meet monthly, and find attendance smaller than that of main group meetings, but more constant in that the same people tend to come each time -not necessarily those who also attend the general meetings most frequently. For each book, one member undertakes to prepare an introduction to start the discussion, giving a brief account of the authors life and other works, outlining the main themes (not plot!) of the book, and giving their own reactions. 
Hartley records some groups reactions to classics:
One member loved Austen, one gave up after two pages, and most people thought it OK. Didnt go far. Of Henry Ja m ess The Wings of the Dove, they pronounced complicated sentence structure made it a real chore to readalthough we all plodded through it, hopefully, but it didnt improve; however, we liked the cover of the book.
Group verdicts may be forthrightly expressed. Beryl
Bainbridge attracts particular criticism: She appears 44 times on lists of books read recently, with five different novels, so groups are reading her, but protesting as they do. Her novel about the Titanic, Every Man for Himself, read by 27 groups, was greatly disliked:
Not one member of the group enjoyed it; in fact we all thought it was so bad that none of us wish to read Beryl Bainbridge again. We found it boring and without any substance whatsoever. We hated the characters and couldnt wait for the Titanic to sink. Dodie Smith, author of the highly regarded novel, I capture the castle, also showed scant regard for the judgement of the common reader, according to her biographer, Valerie Grove.
When the Literary Guild ordered 550,000 copies, Dodie was dismayed: they were lower brow than the Book of the Month club ... They demanded some cuts, and ... they would have preferred Cassandra to marry the humble Stephen. I see, she wrote in her journal, how dangerous to the integrity of the author these book clubs are.
Another shift of emphasis in reading group meetings may be to creature comforts. There are groups for which eating is the driving force, Hartley says. Americans make food more central to the event. One group, as she puts it, admitted its true agenda and came out as a dining-group; one in New Jersey is called, Mostly We Eat . A group enjoyed a supper consisting entirely of dishes featured in novels: ranging from the spinach pasties in Captain Corellis Mandolin, through cold ham, cold tongue etc. from The Wind in the Willows, to Cakes and Ale, Beaujolais and Brie (the suicide supper in Jumping the Queue), and a fruit salad which incorporated the titles of four books and two plays.
All-male reading groups described by Hartley include one that enjoys mouth-watering spreads provided by wives and sisters, another whose host takes the day off to prepare the meal served, and the next to recover, a third with a strict rule, the bottle of whisky is opened at ten oclock and must be On the notices members birthdays are listed, and some kindly souls bring cards or presents for these when a meeting falls near these dates. One pleasant custom is that whenever were travelling we gather souvenir bookmarks to bring back to the Book Club. 
